LEADERSHIP
ARCHITECTURE
SERVICES

WELCOME TO LEADERSHIP ARCHITECTURE
Hi I’m Paul Corke, Author, Speaker, Coach
and Founder of Leadership Architecture
with over 25 years working in the corporate
at blue chip financial organisations
specialising in leadership development and
organisational effectiveness.

Following on from our Welcome to Leadership
Architecture Brochure here are our services for
face to face and online facilitated services. You will
have read that we focus on building leadership
development strategy with you and defining
leadership for your organisations. We do also
understand that sometimes you will be looking for
a range of training, seminar, key note or workshop
services. This gives you the opportunity if not
looking for a strategic partnership to pick some
of our standalone services. So over the pages you
will be able to explore what is available from our
portfolio and we also can tailor our solutions or
design bespoke leadership solutions for you. I look
forward to hearing from you soon.
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Paul Corke

OUR SERVICES
Leadership Architecture provide a number of training workshops, keynote talks,
psychometric training and bespoke solutions to meet your needs:

Training Workshops
•

Leadership Foundation – For new to line management
leaders who require the foundational skills i.e. leadership v
management, performance management, coaching, reward

•

& recognition, teamwork etc aligned to your company
processes. This takes a newly promoted leader and gives
them the competence and confidence to be an effective
leader in your organisation.

leadership level audience within your organisation.
Alternatively we can provide an house coaching programme
or exective, leadership and career coaching as required.
•

•

Leading through Uncertainty and Change – For
experienced leaders who require greater insight and
development into how to lead in a changing world of
exponential change. This workshop explores how to lead
teams remotely, how to lead during volatility and change
along with how to develop a strengths based approach to
leading teams to ensure leaders are impactful, engaged
and empowered.

Coaching in a Changing World – We provide different
levels and types of coaching workshop from strengths based
coaching to new/traditional models to fit the appropriate

Leadership Success Factors – Leaders develop the critical
leadership success factors to survive and thrive during
Volatility, Uncertainty, Change and Ambiguity we all now
face. Leaders gain insight into what good looks like for
leadership in the times we live and learn to develop the
critical knowledge and skills required to be successful now
and in the future.

We also provide a number of highly interactive team workshops to build a high performance team which can be activities
incorporated into an event, offsite or conference or as a standalone event.
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MINDSET KEY NOTE TALKS
We have a series of mindset & resilience key note talks that can be delivered for events and
conferences or can be enhanced into bespoke workshops for your organisation.

•

Reframe Your Mindset for 2020 – Based where we
currently find ourselves in the world with the pandemic
coronavirus, self -Isolation, and uncertainty about the
future, Paul provides an inspiring talk on how to reframe
your mindset for success. Explore how making the time
to reframe your mindset as being an opportunity to see
things in new ways, become more agile, provide coping
mechanisms, and help you demonstrate emotional resilience
at this difficult time.

•

The Mindset Equation – A fun, interactive and thought
provoking insight into people who have been successful,
along with what we can learn from them to discover the
Mindset Equation and the secret to success. Within the
mindset equation are 7 significant mindsets which can be
tailored to an organisations strategy as required.

•

Resilience – You will learn about the resilience backpack
and how individuals can develop their mental, emotional,
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physical and spiritual resilience and how to develop the
resilience teams and the organisation. This session provides
simple mindset techniques to enhance your resilience to
ensure you are equipped to facing life’s challenges ahead.
•

Leadership Facilitation for Events - For any conference,
event, or offsite we can effectively facilitate to ensure your
leaders have clarity, understanding, and are motivated to
participate. We easily thread through your key messages as
well as bringing out key leadership insights and observations
from the day. With Paul’s expertise in leadership he can
easily deliver key bespoke content to create interactive and
engaged events which are both memorable and achieve
your business objectives. Paul also ensures all leaders are
committed to take action from the day

•

These talks are provided by Paul Corke and all key note talks
can be tailored to your organisation as required face to face
or online.
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LEADERSHIP KEY NOTE TALKS
How to be a Leadership Architect and Create a Leadership
Culture for your Organisations Future – A thought provocative
talk on how leadership demands have changed and how it is
essential to build a leadership culture to drive the positive change
you want to see in your organisation in the future.
How Fintechs are Disrupting Leadership Development An insightful talk on how Fintechs are disrupting leadership
development through digital and virtual technology. Paul also
talks on how leadership has developed through history to
modern times to then explore examples of Fintechs who are
providing technology solutions for every aspect of developing
leaders for organisations.

Get Ahead of the Curve Now by Understanding Leadership
in the Future - An inspiring and provocative talk on leadership
in the future. By looking to the future we can predict the major
shifts in technology, work and the world to gain insight in to
what will be required of leaders in the future so that we can start
doing it today. For those interested in future proofing leaders and
gaining insight in to the future demands of leadership this talk is
for you.
All talks can be provided as key note talks or adapted into
workshops as required.

How to Develop a Leaders Mindset (Beyond Command &
Control Leadership) An inspiring and interactive talk on a
leaders mindset to help organisations define leadership but more
importantly the mind shift change that leaders need to take in
this digital age to be successful. Leaders gain an understanding
of the key leadership success factors they should demonstrate
to navigate through the changing times we now live in and the
importance of mindset to be able to be a leader who can shape
the future.
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SELF- AWARENESS &
PSYCHOMETRIC WORKSHOPS
We provide a range of leadership self awareness workshops by using
various psychometric tools to develop your team/s.

Personality – We provide a variety of psychometric
tools to develop personality awareness & influence
through MBTI, FIROB and OPQ.

Mindset – We provide the innovative Mindset
Equation Assessment (MQi) to assess leaders, teams
and organisations mindset.

Strengths – We provide a range of psychometric
tools through Strengthscope, Strengths Profiling and
Total SDI Motivational Value Systems/Strengths.

Creativity – We provide the Creativity Factor ME2
tool to develop leaders, teams and organisational
creativity and innovation.

All of the above can be delivered face to face and online as required.
Please note all of the solutions within this brochure can be combined as required to develop leadership programmes for your
organisation and then connected easily to provide a seamless leadership development experience.
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Consultancy

Solutions

Speaking

Providing Innovative consultancy to define

Identifying the right solutions for

Inspiring your leaders with key note talks

& build your organisational effectiveness

your strategy and needs to build

and facilitation of conferences, events

and leadership development strategy.

leadership capability.

and offsites.

HEAD OFFICE
Head Office, Leadership Architecture HQ, The Foundry,
Marcus Street, Birkenhead, CH41 1EU
www.leadershiparchitecture.co.uk
Phone: 0771 7725447
E-Mail: info@leadershiparchitect.co.uk
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